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Abstract

Service support contractors are a foundational part of the modern U.S. military. Reliance on contingency contractors dates back to at least the American Revolution, but the number of support contractors has grown significantly in the past decade. In fact, contractors now outnumber active duty personnel in operations in both Afghanistan and Iraq. This paper will focus specifically on system support contractors who provide maintenance for high technology systems such as aircraft, sensors, intelligence and communications infrastructure. While possessing a number of benefits, such as expertise and reduced long-term costs, the U.S. military’s over reliance on high technology system support contractors creates unacceptable risks for the operational commander. The U.S. military has struggled with the risks of poor contractor oversight and the individual contractor’s right to refuse to perform duties under high threat conditions. This paper will discuss these risks and propose solutions to improve contracting staff and deployed oversight, and providing a means to replace contractors who fail in harm’s way.
The scale of our contracting efforts in Afghanistan represents both an opportunity and a danger.¹

General David H. Petraeus
Commander, International Security Assistance Force/
United States Forces-Afghanistan

INTRODUCTION

The United States military’s continued over reliance on system support contractors performing high-technology maintenance creates unacceptable risks for the Operational Commander. Component force providers and Operational Commanders must fully understand these risks and take appropriate steps to balance against them. The modern battlefield is not the same as it once was; at all levels, warfare is now an expanding, intricate web of uniformed service members, government civilians, contractors and sub-contractors. While there are certain benefits to contract support, what happens if a service support contractor fails to perform in a hostile environment, or refuses to perform when required to move outside the wire and away from the relative safety of large, fixed support bases?

Helmand Province Afghanistan, 2135Z, a small force consisting of U.S. Army infantry and their Afghanistan National Army counterparts cautiously make their way across several miles of flat barren ground. Reaching their objective, a quiet village at the base of a small mountain valley, they await intelligence confirmation from higher command prior to entering the village. Unfortunately, confirmation does not come as the Predator drone overhead is unable to complete its mission due to lack of contractor support for a critical, in country communications node. The contractor was a single point of failure and walked off the job after an increase in threat condition. The team resets for another mission, one that will also rely on contractor support.

Events such as these can and have unfolded on battlefields in Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere. In order to maintain unity of effort and achieve tactical, operational, and strategic level objectives, contractors are often tasked with extremely complex duties, and often in hazardous situations. While this formula has proven advantages, it also has significant risks. Often being the most controversial type of contract, a significant body of research on security contract issues exists; therefore, this paper will focus instead on high-technology service support contractors, commonly referred to as “contingency contract personnel.” These contractors provide “support to specific systems throughout the system’s life cycle (maintenance for key weapons systems, command and control infrastructure, and communications systems).”

THE ROAD WELL TRAVELED

Battlefield contractors have for centuries performed vital functions for military forces at war. “Field armies in the 1700s and 1800s relied on contracted wagons and drivers; contractors have built bases, depots, ports, and roads; and almost all medical care was once provided by civilians.” Although the U.S. military has a long history of reliance on contract support, the ratio of contractors to active duty has increased at an exponential rate since the end of the Cold War. This paradigm, founded in historical realities, will most certainly continue in the future. The increase in contractors has been driven by three primary factors; policy to reduce military manning end strength, cost savings and the exponential increase in military technology.

---

3 Ibid, 26.
The current trend in outsourcing began with President Reagan who “sought to reform the
government and reduce costs through outsourcing.”\(^5\) This trend toward outsourcing was continued through the Bush and Clinton’s administrations in the 1990s.\(^6\) In fact, U.S. military active duty manpower fell from 2.1 to 1.4 million during the 1990s.\(^7\) The Navy alone lost 35.8% of its active duty manpower and the Army fell 32.1%.\(^8\) One in three active duty soldiers left the ranks and was not replaced. This downsizing occurred during a time of military reorientation following the end of the cold war, and was accelerated further by a change in thinking following the American led coalition’s rapid and seemingly spectacular success in the first Gulf War.

After the first Gulf War, many analysts and leaders believed America’s future wars would be fought swiftly with strong support from coalition or alliance partners. Guided by this line of thinking, President Clinton implemented a 40 percent decrease in the military budget in 1993.\(^9\) Since then, it has become standard practice for contractors to “fill the huge gap between the support force that was needed and the military support forces that were available.”\(^10\) This is a basic factor force balancing effort. In 2002 the U.S. military lacked the active force structure to support the war in Afghanistan and the approaching war in Iraq without significant external assistance. The U.S. military found itself thirsty for additional manpower and turned to American capitalism for the answer… contractors. With the arrival of supplemental budget increases, the military found the necessary funding to support our current contract structure.

---


\(^6\) Ibid.

\(^7\) Neil J. Harris, *Contractors and the Cost of War: Research into Economic and Cost-Effectiveness Arguments* (Montery, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, 2006), 16.

\(^8\) Ibid.

\(^9\) Ibid.

Considering the conflict in Afghanistan is over 9 years in length, it is not surprising that the U.S. contractor force is larger than it has ever been in history. During the Revolutionary War the ratio was one contractor for every six military; in World War I it had decreased to one in twenty-four, but increased to one in seven during World War II. Most notably, the ratio was lowest during DESERT STORM at one to fifty-five. In 2005, the Congressional Budget Office estimated the ratio to be one to one in Iraq. This is “2.5 times higher than that ratio during any other major U.S. conflict.” Perhaps even more notable is the fact that at its height, the contract force in Afghanistan made up 69 percent of the DOD forces in country. It should not be surprising that in 2006 “the Pentagon spent more than $300 billion on contracted goods and services, making it the largest purchasing agent in the world.” According to Pentagon officials, “private contractors now outnumber American troops serving in harm’s way”; directly attesting to the over-reliance on contract support.

Another incentive for the use of contractors is the proven cost savings when compared to similarly trained active duty military forces. The Office of Management and Budget documented a “cost savings of 20 to 50 percent when federal and private sector service providers compete to

---

11 Congressional Budget Office, Contractors’ Support of U.S. Operations in Iraq, (Washington D.C.: Congress of the United States, August 2008), Table 2, 16. This data was derived from William W. Epley, et al.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
17 Shay, Assad, Statement before the Committee on Armed Services. U.S. house of Representatives, 20 September 2007. In William C. Latham, Not My Job: Contracting and Professionalism in the U.S. Army, Military Review, (Fort Leavenworth: Mar/Apr 2009), Vol. 89, Iss. 2, 40, available at http://172.16.99.145:9090/progress?pageid=1344654238&sp2&fileName=TWIsaXRhenlSZXzpZXdfMjAwOTA0MzBfYXJ0MDA4LnBKZg==&curl=aHR0cDovL3VzYWNhYy5hcml5Lm1pbC9DQUJvYmLoZ1pbGf0YXJ5UmV2aW1wb3MDQyFyY2hpdmVzL0VuZ2xpc2ggTWlsaXZhLSZXzpZXdfMjAwOTA0MzBfYXJ0MDA4LnBKZg==&referer=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5iaW5nLm1pbC9DQUJvYmLoZ1pbGf0YXJ5UmV2aW1wb3MRQwFyY29zb3JmRm9ybT1JRThTUkN=&foo=2, accessed on 2 September 2010.
18 Latham, 40.
perform these functions.” However, the Congressional Budget Office identified that “over the long term, using military units would cost 90 percent more than using contractors.” The latter number is understandable as it includes local and third country nationals who perform labor intensive logistics services, usually for much lower wages than even U.S. junior enlisted personnel. This has been referred to as the “capitalistic approach toward running the government.” Due principally to this cost/benefit analysis, the 2006 QDR contains numerous references directing the use civilian contractors as part of the “Total Force”. One has only to look at the Office of Management and Budget’s A-76 Circular to understand the reliance on contractors. A-76 is part of a larger government effort which directs military services “to identify all activities, performed by government personnel, as either inherently governmental or commercial activities.” The intent is to then move those activities not inherently governmental to commercial vendors. The 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) expanded on this guidance to “focus DoD “owned” resources on excellence in those areas that contribute directly to warfighting. Only those functions that must be performed by DoD should be kept by DoD. Any function that can be provided by the private sector is not a core government function.” It is not until the 2010 QDR that we see a change in policy direction; due largely to the risks associated with over reliance, both in relation to contractor numbers and lax contractor oversight.

20 Cancian, 9.
21 Ibid.
The military’s penchant for the most advanced levels of technology may in itself be the most significant driving factor in the over reliance on high-tech support contractors. The U.S. has transformed into an interconnected, technology based machine. From the operational to the most basic of tactical levels, decisions are often made not by the sergeant in the field, but by the colonel or general officer at an operations center. The shift is certainly influenced by counter-insurgency and collateral damage concerns. This new mode of operation is supported by an enormous technology engine made up of such systems as predator drones, complex secure communications systems and even more complex intelligence apparatus. All generating a common operating picture which commanders have come to depend on.

Think about the pictures of the Air Force Tactical Air Control specialist riding his horse in the mountains of Afghanistan “with a laptop computer strapped to the saddle horn, communicating via satellite and using laser range-finding devices coupled with GPS to find the exact location of both enemy and friendly forces.”²⁶ All the while, communicating with aircraft and a tactical operations center supported by an integrated communications and intelligence network comprised largely of defense contractors. And if anything about the military contracting industry is certain, it is that it will continue to grow in the future.²⁷ It has been claimed that contractors “represent an important aspect of the future of war” and that “the idea of a large American military presence anywhere without contractors is now unthinkable.”²⁸

**RISK AND REALITY**

And indeed, numerous firms delayed, suspended, or ended their operations in Iraq, leaving the military in the lurch to pick up the slack.\textsuperscript{29}

Volker Franke  
Department of Political Science & International Affairs  
Kennesaw State University, 2010

The most significant risks related to high-tech support contractors can be defined in two specific categories; refusal to perform in combat and inadequate contract oversight. Although comprising just 3.9\%, of contractors in the CENTCOM AOR, failure of high-tech support contractors to complete their mission could have an unbalancing effect entirely out of scale with their relatively small numbers.\textsuperscript{30} The problem of over-reliance is not new; as early as 1982, the Defense Science Board found “there were no formal mechanisms to ensure [contractors’] continued performance.”\textsuperscript{31} Perhaps foreshadowing the growth in contract support across the military, the Congressional Record in 1984 identified that “there is no assurance that essential civilians…would be willing to remain in a potential war zone should a conflict actually start.”\textsuperscript{32}

Many battlefield contractors perform tasks such as food services, logistics and other warfighting support functions in forward deployed areas.\textsuperscript{33} This type of logistical support allows the active force to focus on roles that are not suited for contractors, such as offensive combat operations. However, contractors who provide battlefield support or operation of high-technology systems such as aircraft maintenance, communications and intelligence systems differ in that they provide mission essential support that can have an immediate influence on mission success/failure and on the lives of U.S. and coalition soldiers.

\textsuperscript{30} Schwartz, 8.  
\textsuperscript{33} DoD, QDR 2001, 53.
It has been confirmed that “the loss of a mission-essential contractor potentially can degrade mission accomplishment and endanger soldiers.” Most of these contractors possess a high degree of knowledge and expertise on their specific systems and many of them are performing duties for which no military or government civilian is trained to do. The reality is that “modern military operations now depend heavily on high-tech weapons systems that may be too sophisticated for junior Soldiers to maintain and repair.” Many are in fact so complex that manufacturer support is paramount to system operation and reliably. The deficiency in backup military capability is clearly an issue as some contractors will not remain in a combat zone if the threat escalates or if asked to move forward to less secure areas of operation.

Unfortunately, the DoD continues to operate without a mechanism in place to guarantee contractors remain on the job during times of crisis, or when threat conditions increase in combat environments. As of July 2010, there were 3,684 high-technology system support contractors working in Iraq alone, yet there remains “no effective means or system to identify services that should be considered war stoppage”; or perhaps better termed as “mission essential”. While, there “have been many instances of contractors, supplying fuel and supplies to troops on the front line, refusing to advance after meeting resistance from insurgents,” there are also examples of support contractors refusing to operate in more dangerous areas. In effect, theses contractors “left American troops sitting in the mud” with no backup capability to provide needed

34 Perez, 3.
35 Latham, 40.
36 Schwartz, 8, and Campbell, 17. Campbell, first sites the terms “war stopper” and “war stoppage” as sourced from an Inspector General recommendation in a 1991 audit report.
support services. Consider that living among the local population, vice large fixed bases, is a key element of counter insurgency operations, and this risk becomes even more germane.

The risk is highlighted by the types of jobs being performed by contract personnel. Not only are contracts supporting many aircraft maintenance, sensor, and communications functions, but contractors account for 70 percent of the intelligence collection budget. It has been predicted that “there will be many situations where a contractor employee is the only person with the technical skill to perform functions necessary for the employment of a weapon system” and the military has “in effect, stopped trying to keep an organic ability.” Indeed, there are currently Army helicopter units and numerous Air Force operational flying squadrons that rely exclusively on contracted line maintenance, with no military personnel trained to support the aircraft. Defense supplemental funds have sped this process by allowing the military to augment the traditional program of record acquisition processes with more rapid/direct acquisition methods. However, in 2009, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates attested that “We have not thought holistically or coherently about our use of contractors, particularly when it comes to combat environments or combat training.”

Lack of proper contract oversight has plagued the U.S. military in combat locations since

---


2001. Especially in the Army, which decreased its General Officer contracting positions from nine in the 1990 to zero by 2007.\textsuperscript{42} In that same time, the Army contracting force was cut from 10,000 to 5,500, yet requirements grew by 700 percent.\textsuperscript{43} As of 2007, 67 percent of the Joint Contracting Command-Iraq/Afghanistan’s contracting support was being done by the USAF and was under the leadership of an Air Force General Officer, although not a traditional Air Force mission.\textsuperscript{44} While most contractors perform in an exceptional manner, often in hostile environments, it is well documented that “deficient statements of work, unclear expectations, sparse contract management, and poor contractor performance resulted in the Army spending $4.2 million to rework items that were presented to the Army as meeting contract standards” in Iraq.\textsuperscript{45} Simply put, “civilian contractors are not bound by the same ethos, codes, structures, and obligations” as military professionals.\textsuperscript{46}

All high-technology contractors are working for profit, and as such, they naturally weigh risk and benefits differently than active duty military personnel and commanders. While many of these high-tech support contractors are ex-military and may feel a sense of ownership and pride working with the government, many are also working only for the bottom line. Adding to the equation and complexity is the fact that some companies are so overwhelming in size that oversight becomes proportionally more difficult. One example where insufficient contractor oversight led to an immediate impact on American lives is that of aircraft maintenance in Iraq. Peter Singer maintains that “DynCorp’s contract with the U.S. military for aviation support is an

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[(42)] Commission on Army Acquisition and Program Management in Expeditionary Operations, 32.
\item[(43)] Ibid, 2, 32.
\item[(44)] Ibid, 4.
\item[(46)] O’Brien, 7.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
egregious example of such cutting corners with staffing.”  One contractor stated that
maintenance work had been done by personnel with “absolutely no aviation experience.”
Some DynCorp employees claimed that several aircraft were lost in combat, not to enemy action,
but instead to “faulty maintenance.” In such instances, commanders are very limited in actions
they can take unless individual contractors are found to be criminally at fault.

Currently, “contractors cannot be ordered to stay in a hostile environment or replace other
contractors that decide not to deploy.” This leaves operational and tactical level commanders
with little to do except work with the limited contracting staff to remedy the problem. However,
the size and quality of the contracting staff itself is often a contributing factor. As the Gansler
Commission found, “notwithstanding a seven-fold increase and greater complexity of
contracting, the Institutional Army is not supporting this key capability…the Operational Army
does not yet recognize the impact of contracting and contractors in expeditionary operations and
on mission success.” While the probability is low, the cost of mission failure can be extremely
high and there is currently little that can, or is, being done to guarantee against contractor failure.

RECOMMENDATIONS

47 Peter W. Singer, Corporate Warriors: The Rise of the Privatized Military Industry (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 2003) 156.
48 Ibid.
49 Ibid.
50 The Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (MEJA) and recent changes to the Uniform Code of Military Justice
(UCMJ) allow contractors to be prosecuted similarly to military personnel, but these proceedings are limited to
criminal misconduct cases. Actions under MEJA and the UCMJ cannot be taken against contractors for failure to
perform to standard due to lack of experience or training; nor can actions be taken against individuals who refuse to
perform under hostile threat.
51 LCDR John Campbell, Outsourcing and the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT): Contractors on the Battlefield,
(Fort Leavenworth, KS: U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, School of Advanced Military Studies,
2005), 18.
52 Commission on Army Acquisition and Program Management in Expeditionary Operations, Urgent Reform
Required: Army Expeditionary Contracting (Washington D.C.: Secretary of the Army, 31 October 2007) 2. This
report is commonly referred to as the Gansler Report, or Gansler Commission Report as Dr. Jacques S. Gansler
former Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology & Logistics was Chairman of the commission.
The American military must act to overcome obvious and potentially disastrous risks associated with unchecked over reliance on high-tech support contractors. The DoD should concentrate on two main focus points; contract oversight and alternate support options. Improving the contract officer force is the first step toward the reduction poor contractor performance at deployed locations. Identify those contractor tasks that are mission essential and planning for alternative support options is the most critical step in safeguarding against a contractor’s refusal to perform.

Contractor oversight is essential to building a solid relationship with the contract force and ensuring the proper expertise is hired and forward deployed. In the case of DynCorp’s failures in Iraq, this may easily have been avoided with proper, engaged contract oversight. The Congressional Research Service found that “some analysts believe that lax contractor oversight may lead to contractor abuses which can undermine U.S. counter-insurgency efforts.” General Petraeus agrees that when contracting with “insufficient oversight, it is likely that some of those funds will unintentionally fuel corruption, finance insurgent organizations, strengthen criminal patronage networks, and undermine our efforts in Afghanistan.”

The DoD must reenergize its contracting force, especially the Army and Marine Corps which have relied on the Air Force for contracting assistance and senior officer leadership. All services must “increase the stature, quantity, and career development” of their contracting force. This will ensure the best officers and senior NCOs are recruited for these duties. This in turn, combined with a significantly increased deployable contracting officer numbers, will curb the incidents of poor contractor oversight, thus decreasing the risk to our force. Additionally, the

53 Schwartz, 11.
54 Patraeus, COMISAF’s COIN Guidance.
55 Commission on Army Acquisition and Program Management in Expeditionary Operations, 4.
56 Ibid, 47.
2010 QDR directs that the DoD will “improve the Civilian Expeditionary Workforce, which provides deployable civilian experts to Afghanistan, Iraq, and other theaters.”\textsuperscript{57} It also states:

“The services provided by contractors will continue to be valued as part of a balanced approach that properly considers both mission requirements and overall return. In keeping with the Administration’s goal of reducing the government’s dependence on contractors, the Department introduced its in-sourcing initiative in the FY 2010 budget. Over the next five years, the Department will reduce the number of support service contractors to their pre-2001 level of 26 percent of the workforce (from the current level of 39 percent) and replace them, if needed, with full-time government employees. These efforts will help establish a balanced total workforce of military, government civilians, and contractor personnel that more appropriately aligns public and private-sector functions, and results in better value for the taxpayer.”\textsuperscript{58}

A portion of this government, civilian workforce should be trained as contracting officers. This would provide additional deployable contracting specialists to assist operational and tactical commanders with contract oversight expertise and capability. This is the first critical step in reducing the risk of insufficient contractor oversight and is reinforced by SecDef guidance and the 2010 QDR.

Additionally, a mechanism for contractor replacement, by military or government civilian for all mission essential contingency support contracts must be developed. It is critical that those duties for which military personnel are unable or untrained to perform be detailed and available to operational planners. These should also be included in the OPLAN contracting annex (W) with specific details for replacement actions. There must be an actionable plan/capacity to replace systems support contractors on moments’ notice. This is, however, not a new concept, as the guidance is already established in DoD instructions. As early as 1990, DODI 3020.37, set


\textsuperscript{58} DoD, QDR 2010, 55-56.
policy for the DoD to “include provisions in operations or contingency plans to assume or supplement contractor-supplied essential services during crisis situations at the earliest opportunity…and ensure the contract SOW requires the development of contractor contingency plans for those tasks that have been identified as essential to provide reasonable assurance of continuation during crisis conditions.”

Clear articulation of this requirement must be included in each contract statement of work.

This “replacement” force does not have to be a one for one capability. It is reasonable to design a small force capable of continuing essential services on short notice until additional capability can be obtained. For instance, it is extremely rare for an entire contract force (a contract maintenance unit for example) to refuse or fail to perform. In most cases, replacements would be required for only small numbers of personnel, perhaps only a single individual. For this reason, active duty military or government civilians should be trained, in small numbers, as replacements capable of performing those duties identified as mission essential.

It is imperative for the military to incorporate the policies in both DODI 3020.37 and 3040.21 into operational planning and ensure “contractors providing services designated as essential…use all means at their disposal to continue to provide such services, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract during periods of crisis.”

The DoD must act quickly to enhance the contracting officer/NCO career fields to add additional contingency contractor oversight, and expend the effort required to identify mission essential service support contracts and plans for replacement. These actions will significantly reduce the risk associated with our reliance on high-tech service support contractors.

---

60 DODI 3020.37, 2, and DODI 3040.21, 6.
COUNTER ARGUMENTS

*I have never yet found a contractor who, if not watched, would not leave the government holding the bag.*

Senator Harry S. Truman, 1941

Secretary of Defense Robert Gates recently ordered a 30 percent decrease in service support contracts and an immediate 10 percent reduction in funding for some intelligence functions. Additionally, the 2010 QDR addresses a reduction in service support contractors by increasing the deployable DoD “Civilian Expeditionary Workforce” to help balance the force. In light of this guidance, it is reasonable to conclude that our contractor force will decrease significantly in the future, possibly being replaced by a large number of government civilians. Nevertheless, even if decreased to the levels stated in the 2010 QDR, a substantial contractor force would remain. In addition, in many cases, it would be difficult for the government civilian pay structure to match that of the contractor, especially for the most highly skilled technicians. A specific value comparison would require an in-depth market analysis, but defending the cost of government civilians or active duty military compared to the historical cost benefits of contractors would be a difficult proposition.

Conversely, the eventual drawdown of forces in Iraq and Afghanistan will allow active duty military manpower to replace the system support contractor force. However, with the continued requirements of global pursuit efforts to disrupt and destroy terrorist and violent extremist networks, such a proposition would require a growth in our current end-strength. It would also require a significant increase in pay and bonuses in order to attract and retain those capable of

---

61 Franke, 1.
62 Robert M. Gates, Secretary of Defense, memorandum to Secretaries of the Military Departments, et al., subject: Department of Defense Efficiency initiatives, 16 August 2010. The Secretary’s letter directed a 30 percent decrease in service support contractors before the end of 2013.
63 DoD, QDR 2010, xiii.
64 Ibid, 55-56. The 2010 QDR directs a decrease in support contractors from the current 39 percent to a pre-2001 level of 26 percent of the total force.
maintaining our most advanced systems. Such bonuses are hard fought in government circles and will likely not survive the contractor vice military cost/benefit analysis. It is simply impractical to think that the U.S. could train and pay enough military members to carry out all, or even most of the service support contracts.

One final counter argument is the risk itself. Combatant commanders assume risk in every action the force undertakes. Therefore, it is debatable that the risk of poor contract performance, regardless of the cause, is part of the cost of doing business. The probability of occurrence is so low that the risk can be absorbed by the total force as it has in the past. Supporting this argument is the fact that many “contractors have continued to do their jobs under even the most dangerous and austere conditions.” 65 While this is true, numerous high-tech system support contractors are single points of failure and commanders are directed by the DoD to take actions to guard against the risk. Of course cost and benefits have to be taken into account and some level of risk will always remain, but it is commanders’ business to mitigate that to the lowest acceptable level.

CONCLUSION

Service support contractors are a foundational part of life in the modern U.S. military and they will continue to be a vital part of the force structure in the future. Contract support to high-technology systems is essential, “particularly when the tasks are so complex that it is not economically beneficial…to maintain needed capability within the force.” 66 Service support contractors currently maintain a number of systems ranging from aircraft to intelligence. These high-tech support contracts provide a high level of experience and expertise at a lower cost than active duty personnel and despite the new trend toward downsizing of support contractors, there will remain a relatively large contractor force for the foreseeable future. However, the U.S.

65 Cancian, 8.  
66 Zamparelli, 6.
military has struggled with the risks of poor contractor oversight and the individual contractor’s right to refuse to perform duties under high threat conditions. Operational level commanders and staff must work without delay to mitigate these risks and provide tactical level front line operators with the most reliable support possible.

The first step in this process is to restructure and increase the career field for both active duty and government civilian contracting officers. Despite a 700 percent increase in contracting requirements since 2001, the military departments have decreased their contracting staffs and eliminated most of the senior contracting officer positions. This decrease in contracting office strength has resulted in an overburdened staff, struggling to oversee a contract force that outnumbers active duty personnel in combat zones around the world. The military should immediately reenergize its contracting staffs at the action officer and general officer levels.

Perhaps the best opportunity to improve contractor oversight is by developing a larger cadre of expeditionary government civilian contracting officers who can deploy forward to provide the necessary expertise and oversight.

Second, a mechanism to identify mission essential contractor tasks should be developed and incorporated into the statement of work and utilized during the joint planning process. Indeed, there must be an actionable plan for contract replacement should the contractor fail to perform, regardless of the cause. The solution for this issue is largely defined in DoD Instructions and Joint Doctrine. Once identified as mission essential contractor performed tasks, the service components must provide an alternate capability available for immediate use if a contractor fails or refuses to perform. This backup capability does not have to be a one for one replacement, but

67 Commission on Army Acquisition and Program Management in Expeditionary Operations, 2, 32.
a small highly skilled cadre of military and government civilians who can continue mission
esential duties until a suitable replacement can arrive.

This is a difficult problem, but not unsolvable. Contractors fill a vital role, and just like active
duty personnel, they bring inherent risks. Operational leaders must work with an improved
contracting staff to plan for and mitigate these risks. In the end, some risk will always remain,
but with comprehensive contract oversight and a capability to quickly replace mission essential
contractors, the risk of over reliance will be mitigated to an acceptable level.
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